Meet, share, communicate on-the-move

Engage your “extended” team – customers, partners, remote co-workers - like never before.
Manage all aspects of working together – sharing information, ongoing conversations, real-time
video/audio meetings – via instant workspaces on any mobile or desktop.

www.uShare.to
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TRANSACTION
WORKSPACE

Bringing together clients,
agents, brokers, and backoffice teams into a fluid
workspace
uShare.to eliminates the barriers
that exist between you and your
broader network of customers,
remote teams, and partners. It’s
a single place where you can
manage the entire lifecycle of
“working together” – ongoing
conversations, sharing files, realtime meetings and coordinating
schedules.
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Let’s all jump into a
video conference!
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Frictionless
The emphasis in uShare.to is on
creating a frictionless experience. You can bring together collaborators across companies in instant workspaces with
incredible ease.

Mobile
uShare.to is the ideal companion for professionals
who are always on the move, primarily using their
mobile phones to keep connected. Whether it is to
jump into a video conference, share a file, or have a
quick chat, users get the full experience on their
mobile phones.

Works with your existing apps
Our technology allows you to easily grant access to almost every major application in your shared spaces. Allow transaction
teams access to information stored in tools you’re already using.

www.uShare.to

While applications for internal company collaboration have reached a high degree of sophistication, professionals use a
mish-mash of tools to work with people outside the company or in other offices. uShare.to addresses the problem of
“external collaboration”, specifically solving the following:
Broken experience. With no dedicated solution for external collaboration, professionals rely mostly on email, while at
other times they fall back on a mix of sharing and conferencing tools leaving you with conversations and information
scattered across different tools.
Siloed information. With your agents, brokers, customers, backoffice service providers using their own apps/business
tools, information is trapped in silos, with no common place for everyone to share information.
Limited meetings. Meeting tools today only allow for ad-hoc video/audio conferences, but fail to capture the context of
what happened before and after the meeting.

Chat and share information
in persistent workspaces

Rich video/audio
conferencing and screen
sharing right in the browser

ushare.to/conf-invite/fgtr54..

Access the full power from
Android and iOS phones

www.uShare.to

Instant spaces. Create instant spaces to work together with anyone. Frictionless to create and join. Just invite via email!
Video/Audio conferences. Launch rich video/audio conferences from any smart phone, tablet or desktop.
Screen sharing. Enhance video conferences by sharing screens from desktop and mobile devices.
Social conversations. Engage your collaborators with threaded conversations, comments and activity feeds.
Support for multiple information types. Collaborate on documents, tasks, contacts, calendars, notes and links.
Mobile. Your team on-demand. Dedicated mobile apps ensure that road warriors can always collaborate with your shared
space no matter what device they’re using.

uShare.to is ideal for companies and business divisions with an extensive need to work with people beyond their immediate
business group. The following are instances of business processes that may benefit from uShare.to:

Sales
Enablement

Customer Services
& Support

Cross Functional
Projects

Supply Chain
Collaboration

Engage prospects by sharing
collateral, answering
questions, & having
conferences on the fly

Deliver exceptional
services/support by sharing
help materials, answering
questions, & conducting
service calls in one place

Bring together cross-functional
teams across offices and
departments

Streamline the supply chain by
working closely with suppliers,
vendors and partners.

uShare.to is a product of HyperOffice, a leader in business cloud services since 2004. HyperOffice has empowered more
than half a million knowledge workers with a range of cloud based communication and collaboration tools that allow
distributed and mobile teams to access information, work closely and be productive. More at www.uShare.to
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